
 

What are the general guidelines for each quiz? 
We plan to:  

• look at each quiz as it comes time—keeping in mind local mandates and CDC regulations.  

• seek to maintain as much “normal” as possible including, steering clear of language to invoke anxiety, 
fear and/or confusion. 

• celebrate scripture, what we have learned and friendships while we challenge ourselves to dig deeper, 
and win prizes!  

• honor state guidelines while giving grace to one another, recognizing:  
o we may have differing beliefs about the pandemic 
o this is an event for kid… there may be a moment or two when a child takes off their mask to 

breathe and forgets to put it back on, or you feel they are closer together than they should for 
a bit. We know this will happen.  

o first respond in love! Please steer clear of shaming language.  

• depend on the local church to inform participants of guidelines for each quiz (stay tuned, these may 
change) and watch over your children and volunteers.   

• pre-registration is required 
o registration will open two weeks before the quiz. 
o number of quizzers (estimate high if you have unknowns) 
o estimated number of spectators so we can adequately prepare space and know if there is a 

need to limit numbers based on the response. Note: we totally hope we will note have to do 
this. 

• masks/shields are required – social distance as much as possible – wash hands or use hand sanitize often 
– limit touch. 

 

Will there be a snack shack?  
The plan includes pre-sacked snacks for now. Here is how it will work:   

• host church offers options in advance for drink, salty, sweet and perhaps a fruit. For example there will 
be, combos 1, 2, 3, etc.  

• pre-order when you register online. 

• host church will package, sort and label. 

• each local church will pay at snack shack and retrieve bags upon arrival. Limit the number of those 
retrieving to 1-2 volunteers or parents.   

• place exact change or check in an envelope with your church name. 

• plan for a limited menu for guests to purchase in person. 
 

What do we need to know for October Quiz at? KC 1st ? 
• go to the registration table.  

• pick-up red/blue score sheets if needed.  

• put your name in the drawing bag (red/blue) 

• follow marked areas in sanctuary for seating.  

• each team will have a full row, skipping rows between teams. 

• blue will go to sanctuary and remain. 

• red will go to gym and remain.  

• awards: at the conclusion of Red Quiz, we will play a game while we wait for the results.  

• when red level results are available parents will be notified to watch and support. However, if you 
leave the blue level quiz to join red level, you will be asked to wait in the foyer for blue level awards 
to begin.  
note: we are exploring live streaming awards so all can celebrate in real time. Stay tuned.  

• Red memory verse awards 



o individual teams will pick up a baggie with enough options for their team. Return extra 
toys/stickers to registration table at the end.  

o we suggest one set of hands in the bag or however you can best limit touch.   
 
What if we are planning to quiz off campus?  
 
OPTION 1: local church quizzers together in an area team leader chooses:  

• register as, “In person/off-campus”  

• local director or appointed volunteer will moderate quiz.  

• questions are sent to local director via email with links to google form and slides for both levels.  

• all results are to be submitted by 11:00am. (watch for info. for sending) This may mean you need to 
adjust your start time. 

• text pics of score sheets to double-check scores. Nothing personal, it’s how this gig rolls.  

• awards may be picked up at the designated, on-campus site (October is KC First) by a church 
representative.  

       

      OPTION 2: quizzing online from home: 
• see local church quiz leader for information for this option,  

• see local church quiz leader to register at home quizzers—like other quizzers. 

• email used for registration will be used to provide Google Form quiz link directly to quizzers the day 
of quiz.  

• using the form, we will receive quiz results immediately, however, at home quiz must be complete 
by 11am the morning of quiz.  

• local director will make arrangements to retrieve awards. 
 

What are some additional resources for the study of Exodus? 
• Hide & Keep: Bible Memory CDs/DVDs, Scripture Portion CDs, PDF Color Pages, bracelets, dog tags, 

treasure boxes/coin for keeping track of Bible memory 

• Facebook videos: On the Children’s Bible Quizzing FB page, a lady puts links of her teaching each lesson. 
She does a really nice job! A tool for families at home.  

 
Thank you for grace and patience as we seek  

to navigate quizzing in a new model with new rules. 
 We are doing our best to consider local guidelines,  
safety of all participants and support local churches 
 in the midst of it! You are doing great work as you 

 help children fall in love with the word of God! 
 

 


